2 kg

Conservation tips
Smooth and velvety texture,
Irys Topic is the Master Martini
sugarpaste that is perfect for
coverage of cakes and cupcakes.
Designed for use in warm climates
or in areas in which there is very
high humidity, this sugarpaste
keeps its shape and body even in
high temperatures.
It remains perfect on cakes even
outside the fridge because it
does not create any surface
condensation.
An unmistakable aroma of vanilla
marks its exclusivity and places it
at the top of the Irys range.
With cocoa butter
Also suitable for use at high
temperatures

The sugarpaste conserves perfectly if, after opening, it is wrapped
in cling film, closed in an airtight container and stored in a dry
place away from direct light.
Use a layer of whipped cream, jam or butter icing to make the
sugarpaste stick better to your cakes.

1 kg
Sugarpaste

Use

Topic

Coverage

Modelling
White
Coverage
Modelling

Blue

Coverage
Modelling

Rose

Coverage
Modelling

Red

Coverage
Modelling

Green

Coverage
Modelling

Yellow

Coverage
Modelling

Brown

Coverage
Modelling

Black

Coverage
Modelling

Magenta

Coverage

Skin Pink

Instructions for use
Coverage

1.

2.

Work the sugarpaste
with your hands
to soften it

Roll out the sugarpaste
with a rolling pin

3.

Spread a layer
of jam on the cake
to make it stick more easily

4.

Adhere the sugarpaste
to the base and cut
to fit

Format
(Flat)

Code

1 kg

AL20AA

2 kg

AL20BA

1 kg

AL01AA

2 kg

AL01AB

1 kg

AL01BA

2 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg

1 kg

Packaging
(box)

Palletisation

8 kg

576 kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)

8 kg

576 kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)

8 kg

576 Kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)

8 kg

576 kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)

8 kg

576 kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)

8 kg

576 kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)

8 kg

576 kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)

8 kg

576 kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)

8 kg

576 kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)

8 kg

576 kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)

AL01BB
AL07AA
AL07BA
AL05AA
AL05BA
AL06AA
AL06BA
AL04AA
AL04BA
AL02AA
AL02BA
AL10AA
AL10BA
AL08AA
AL08BA
AL11AA
AL11BA

Modelling

1 kg

AL09AA

8 kg

576 kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)

Copri&Modella
Bright Blue

Coverage and Modelling

1 kg

AL33AA

8 kg

576 kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)

Copri&Modella
Bright Yellow

Coverage and Modelling

1 kg

AL32AA

8 kg

576 kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)

Copri&Modella
Bright Green

Coverage and Modelling

1 kg

AL34AA

8 kg

576 kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)

Copri&Modella
Bright Red

Coverage and Modelling

1 kg

AL31AA

8 kg

576 kg (12 boxes x 6 layers)
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Tel. +39 0545 989511
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Sugar Paste

Originating from Anglo-Saxon countries,
cake design has now become an
established practice that combines
perfectly with traditional pastry.

COVERAGE

Cake design is a pastry art that uses
different shapes and combinations of
colours.

to occasions of great importance for
the customer: weddings, baptisms,
graduations, birthdays. This is another
reason why the highest quality ingredients

It demands creativity, manual dexterity
and an aesthetic and technical sense.
Opportunities to use cakes decorated
with sugar paste are closely linked

MODELLING

WHITE

A highly refined sugarpaste with a delicate taste,
it is not too sweet, perfect for exalting the taste of
the base cake;

level characteristics, available in three
versions: coverage, modelling and
copri&modella.

COPRI&MODELLA

The excellent consistency and ease of working make
it ideal for the modelling of decorative elements;
stable and elastic, does not release moisture
when worked and dries quickly;

its excellent plasticity allows you to use it for
extremely fine and minimalist coverage, even the
thinnest;

are used. Master Martini, a worldwide
specialist brand in the production of
raw materials for pastry, presents its
new range of Irys Sugarpaste with high-

Irys, with copri&modella structure, available in the versions with the bright blue, yellow, green
and red colours, it offers the versatility of dual use: suitable for coverage of your creations as well
as creating decorative elements for cakes.
With a light vanilla aroma, it leaves the flavour of the base preparations unaltered.
WITH NATURAL
COLOURANTS

easy to use, perfect for any
type of modelling.

BRIGHT BLUE

BRIGHT YELLOW

BRIGHT GREEN

BRIGHT RED

easy to roll out, does not tear or sweat;
guarantees a perfect cut, precise and clean.

WHITE
YELLOW

WITH NATURAL COLOURANTS
PINK

LIGHT BLUE

RED

BROWN

RED
GREEN
PINK
LIGHT BLUE
MAGENTA

GREEN

MAGENTA

BLACK

YELLOW

SKIN PINK

BROWN
BLACK

Gluten free
Free of dairy products
Without hydrogenated fats
Instructions for use
Coverage

1.

2.

Work the sugarpaste
with your hands
to soften it

Roll out the sugarpaste
with a rolling pin

3.

Spread a layer
of jam on the cake
to make it stick more easily

4.

Adhere the sugarpaste
to the base and cut
to fit

Instructions for use
Modelling

1.

2.

Work the sugarpaste
with your hands
to soften it

Shape as desired

Tips
for use
Copri&Modella

COVERAGE

1.

MODELLING

2.

Work the sugarpaste Roll out the sugarpaste
with your hands to
with a rolling pin
soften it

3.

Spread a layer
of jam on the cake
to make it stick more easily

4.

Adhere the sugarpaste to
the base and cut to fit

1.

2.

Work the sugarpaste with
your hands to soften it

Shape
as desired

